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We speak about quality 
living, in all of the 
world's languages.

CAME has catered to people’s needs for over 60 
years by using technology as a key to a quality 
life. Every project drives our innovation and focus 
to make people’s lives as comfortable as possible. 
CAME is a company where skills and experience 
come into play. Its know how blends functionality 
and design continuously improving performance.

You are sure that you can rely on professionals 
able to transform our innovations into solutions, 
to create customized automation proposals 
integrated with the best connectivity and 
mobility technologies. CAME and its partners, 
together, to satisfy its increasingly demanding 
and heterogeneous customers for their culture 
and needs, in order to transform living spaces 
into more intelligent and safe places.

Always one-step-ahead
CAME is a market-leading brand that makes integrated 
automation solutions, video-entry, access control and 
parking systems for the public and private sectors.
The CAME Group boasts a series of highly specialized 
companies. Together they cover a large share of their market. The 
group delivers cutting-edge solutions for the residential, business 
and urban segments. Whether its home automation or heating 
control, road barriers and high-security bollards, or automatic 
doors and sectional industrial doors, CAME Group is a key player.
Today CAME is set on one, distinct corporate vision, which 
makes the organization a cutting-edge technological partner.
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Residential 
Solutions

Business 
Solutions

Urban 
Solutions

Residential Solutions

We have gone beyond the simple idea 
of Home Automation, and taken the 
concept full circle. Now every device 
is fully integrated and connected 
into a system that improves people's 
lives. Today, we believe automation is 
at the heart of everything: to handle 
the entrances and blinds, to control 
awnings and shutters, plus video 
intercom-entry systems, and burglar 
alarms.

Business Solutions

For every public venue, our offer 
provides the most sophisticated 
systems for controlling accesses and 
the most evolved solutions for burglar 
systems, video-intercom entry panels 
and barriers for parking facilities. Small 
and large companies, commercial 
enterprises, large buildings: CAME-
branded Building-Automation operators 
provide control and safety in both small 
and large working environments.

Urban Solutions

Our offer is geared to meet the different 
automation needs for urban planning 
and architectural scenarios. CAME 
solutions are engineered for managing 
safety and control in large works and 
for contributing to the planning of 
urban spaces so as to render them 
"Safe and Smart", as called for in 
today's fast-paced, metropolitan 
centers.
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The offer

Automations

 · Gate automations
 · Garage door automations
 · Automations for industrial entrances

Automatic barriers

 · Automatic barriers for parking facilities and tolls
 · Automatic barriers for home or industrial use

Parking systems

 · Off-street solutions
 · On-street solutions

Bollards and road blockers

 · Bollards for the delimitation of traffic
 · High security bollards and road blockers

Turnstiles and speed gates

 · Turnstiles
 · Speed gates
 · Software for access control
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Automatic Doors

 · Sliding and swinging doors

Video door entry systems

 · Video door entry systems
 · Intercom systems

Solutions for home control

 · Temperature management devices
 · Burglar-proof systems
 · Home automation systems

Solutions for awnings and blinds

 · Automatic awnings and shutters
 · Automations for rolling shutters

Sectional doors

 · Garage doors
 · Industrial doors
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CAME Group operates the world over.
From its Treviso head office, home to the 
group's thriving core, CAME coordinates seven 
manufacturing plants and six R&D units. The 
group has branches in 21 countries and thanks 
to its business partners and distributors, it has 
operations in 118 countries.

The complexity involved in living spaces and in 
mobility flows require ever greater protection and 
security, plus enhanced reactive capacity and 
greater  know-how that embrace an integrated and 
global vision of the world.

CAME is the technology partner for those projects 
that require integrated systems for improving 
the quality of our living space - whether private 
or public. Our products are made for controlling 
homes, managing urban venues and workplaces, 
of any kind, anywhere in the world.

The Group shares common goals, which go 
beyond single specializations. Thanks to the 
synergies among all the divisions and brands, 
CAME shares an operating approach that enriches 
in diversity.

BRANCHES IN THE AMERICAS

Brazil

Chile

Mexico

Peru

USA

1700
OUR COLLABORATORS AROUND THE WORLD

OUR WORLDWIDE
NETWORK
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CAME HQ
Treviso, Italy

BRANCHES IN EUROPE

Italy

Belgium

Croatia

France

Germany

Ireland

Netherlands

Poland

Portugal

Russia

Spain

UK

Turkey

6
R&D CENTERS

21
COUNTRIES WITH DIRECT 
BRANCHES

118
COUNTRIES WITH PARTNERS  
AND DISTRIBUTORS

BRANCHES IN 
AFRICA

South Africa

BRANCHES IN 
ASIA

India

UAE

7
PRODUCTION PLANTS

Dosson di Casier - Italy
Sesto al Reghena - Italy
Spilimbergo - Italy
Hemel Hempstead - UK
Entraigues - France
Barcelona - Spain
Kocaeli - Turkey

480
DISTRIBUTORS AND PARTNERS  
WORLDWIDE
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Training 
that makes a 
difference.

Professional of this trade have a tough job, which 
always requires upgrading and updating.
But technical and product evolution is not the only 
important thing; you must also be up to date on 
regulatory standards and customer relations, as 
the latter are ever more demanding in terms of 
efficient service.

CAME proposes a series of initiatives geared for 
spreading knowledge about its products and 
services to refresh installers on new technologies 
and applicable laws and regulations.
Our courses are extremely practical, giving our 
participants, hands on knowledge which they can 
immediately apply.

A TEAM OF PROS
CAME gives its own team of trainers, each 
specialized in certain product lines, to benefit 
professional contractors. The trainers are also 
our staff members. They have the know-how 
and experience to deliver finished projects, 
plus provide sales and technical assistance. 
Each course provides the attending industry 
contractors with all the necessary tools for their 
job, so they can stay abreast of the latest market 
developments.
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For information and 

registration:

Access the specific training page of 
the 
came.com/training website

Send your request to  
training@came.com

Call for more information at +39 0422 
15 69 511 during business hours.

Upon request, CAME will design and deliver 
courses, tailored around your needs, by setting 
up the learning path, course schedule and 
locations.
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CONNECT is the CAME technology that allows to manage automations that improve the quality of life. The automations 
connected over the Internet offer added value for the user and open up new horizons for the installer's business.

CAME has chosen to develop internally the technologies necessary to manage data flow and protection. No external agency 
processes the information, no server is located in remote locations around the world. 
An innovative technological heart, to ensure high security and reliability. 
CAME has invested in research and development with the aim of simplifying the installer's work, improving user experience 
and offering new digital services.

CONNECT  
MEANS

Internet 
connection 
via CAME gateways

Configuration 
and setup from smartphone with 

KEY CAME

Compatibility 
with new quick-coupling 

gateways

Remote 
control for the user 

through Apps

Connect at the installer’s 
and administrator’s service 

Connected automations can be managed remotely via 
PC or smartphone.
The CONNECT platform enables the automatic 
programming of transmitters, the management of 
customers and systems installed, the status of devices 
and scheduled maintenance.
CONNECT allows the installer to offer a complete 24/7 
service becoming the trusted partner for his customer.

Connect at the  
END USER’s service

Through the free Apps that can be installed on any 
Android or iOS smartphone, the user can control the 
devices remotely.

INSTALLER 

Configuration
Access
Monitoring
Maintenance

ADMINISTRATOR
Users management 
Monitoring
Maintenance 
requests

END USER
AccessApp

CONNECT

CONNECT

Smartphone Apps

Connect SetUp
Smartphone Apps

CAME Automation

PLATFORM FOR PC

came.com/connect
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CAME
KEY

ATS, like all CAME automation solutions, is the result 
of our smart production model that includes the 
digitization of each phase, integrating a complete 
series of tests on 100% of the products. 

• Motor testing 

• RPE Electrical safety and grounding 

• Gearmotor release tests 

• Functional test at full load for 60 seconds 
analyzing all functional parameters every 200 
milliseconds

YOUR NEW WORK TOOL 

CAME KEY makes all automation installation, programming and 
management steps easier and faster.
By exploiting the WiFi communication between CAME KEY and 
smartphones, the device serves as an interface between the control 
board and the CAME SetUp APP. 

• Update firmware on the control board for new features.
• Manage all automation parameters, which are organized by type.
• Check maneuvers for scheduled maintenance.
• Duplicate radio-frequency controls via QR code.

The SETUP App is available on:

DISPONIBILE SUDISPONIBILE SU

App Store

INSTALLER 

Configuration
Access
Monitoring
Maintenance

ADMINISTRATOR
Users management 
Monitoring
Maintenance 
requests

END USER
Access QUALITY FOR 

CAME  
IS THE GUIDING PRINCIPLE  
OF EVERYTHING.

Find out more on QUALITY INSIDE
www.came.com/qi

SERVICE

TESTING ONE BY ONE

PRODUCTION

ENGINEERING

YOUR NEW WORK 
TOOL
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European Regulations
EN 12453 - EN 12445

Regulations EN 12453 and EN 12445 specify the compliance and safety 
requirements for automatic closing systems that could come into contact with 
people.
They are for defining all of the technical solutions needed for securing users’ 
systems.

THE SYSTEM CAN BE INSTALLED

• ON A PRIVATE AREA (fenced off)
• ON PUBLIC PROPERTY or private properties bordering on public areas.

USERS CAN BE

• USER
Users are trained when they have been instructed on how to work the operator.
Trained users typically work operators fitted on private property.
• UNTRAINED

THE COMMAND MAY NOT HAVE

• NO SELF-HOLDING (hold-to-run function – man present).
The automation is operated only by push-buttons or selectors with automatic 
reset (for example, to operate an automation it is necessary to press a button. 
When the button is released, the operator stops). The operator is in plain-sight 
of the user.
• SENDING SYSTEM CONTROL IMPULSES FROM A FIXED STATION.
The command must be impulse-type and sent from a fixed position from the 
system can be controlled. The button needn't be self-locking, that is, without 
automatically resetting button or selector.
• RADIO CONTROL (sending impulses without system control from a fixed 
station).
Each impulse corresponds to a function (open, close, stop, etc.).
• AUTOMATIC (impulses).
Each impulse corresponds to a maneuver cycle and not to a single function 
(open, close).
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Safety
THE FRAMEWORKS PRESCRIBED BY EUROPEAN REGULATIONS EN 12453 - EN 12445

 THE CONTROL

THE SYSTEM AND THE USER Without rearming feature
Sending impulses while 
controlling the system 
from a fixed station.

Sending impulses without 
controlling the system 

from a fixed station, that 
is, radio commanding

Automatic (impulses)

PRIVATE area
TRAINED user a c c +c d

PRIVATE area
UNTRAINED user c c +c d +c d

PUBLIC area
TRAINED user b c +c d +c d

PUBLIC area
UNTRAINED user

- +c d +c d +c d

a
Operator present
(with automatic 
rearming of the 
control device).

b
Operator present
(with manual rearming 
of the control device).

c
Mechanical and 
electronic devices, 
that is, sensitive 
safety edges 
and encoders 
respectively.
Check compliance 
with maximum impact 
force regulatory 
standards. These 
standards are defined 
in the reference 
Technical Regulations.

d
Infrared-beam 
photocells for 
detecting any 
obstruction in the 
operator's range of 
action.

Product designed
for housing the
plug-in card   806SS-0040
of RIO System 2.0 series.

WIRELESS product
battery powered with 
wireless technology.

CORDLESS product
battery powered
with wireless connection.

The 24 or 36 V 
DC gearmotors are 
designed for
HEAVY-DUTY SERVICE
and are guaranteed to 
work even during power 
outages.
The icon also means that 
the product runs on
low voltage.
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The solutions
SYSTEM SAFETY

SENSITIVE SAFETY EDGES
PHOTOCELLS
Thanks to the special built-in mechanism, Came's sensitive
safety edges are completely deforming along their entire length and feature no 
rigid parts.
This feature is a total guarantee of user protection, when it comes to
any accidental contact between user and operator.

INFRARED
BEAM PHOTOCELLS
A wide range of devices, for outdoor and indoor monitoring, with
synchronized and even wireless infrared beam technology, provide users
with the peace of mind of never interfering
with the door movement.

FLASHING LIGHT 
CAME also suggests the installation of the flashing light to warn about the
presence of mechanical moving parts.
The new DADOO series, features two models, one with amber and the other with
azure light, with universal power supply at either 120 - 230 V AC or 24 V AC - DC.
Even the KIARO series has been overhauled with the new LED versions to 
improve 
efficiency and energy savings.

The flashing light for
movement warning.

A standard installation
CONFORMITY TO EUROPEAN STANDARDS EN 12453 - EN 12445

SYSTEM
ON PUBLIC PROPERTY
The system is in a public area or bordering with a public area.
 
Example:
a private gate that opens onto a street or sidewalk.

TRAINED
USER
The system is activated only by users that have been instructed on
how the system works.
 
Example:
system owner or manager.

SYSTEM WITH
RADIO COMMAND
The system is controlled via radio by using transmitters.
 
Example:
sending impulses without controlling the system even from a fixed station. 

By using EN TESTED gearmotors and control panels you 
won’t have to install any sensitive safety edges. You will 
still have to measure the impact forces being generated, 
that must comply with the parameters established by the 
reference regulations.

EN TESTED: CAME's 
MADE IN ITALY
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The solutions
SYSTEM SAFETY

SENSITIVE SAFETY EDGES
PHOTOCELLS
Thanks to the special built-in mechanism, Came's sensitive
safety edges are completely deforming along their entire length and feature no 
rigid parts.
This feature is a total guarantee of user protection, when it comes to
any accidental contact between user and operator.

INFRARED
BEAM PHOTOCELLS
A wide range of devices, for outdoor and indoor monitoring, with
synchronized and even wireless infrared beam technology, provide users
with the peace of mind of never interfering
with the door movement.

FLASHING LIGHT 
CAME also suggests the installation of the flashing light to warn about the
presence of mechanical moving parts.
The new DADOO series, features two models, one with amber and the other with
azure light, with universal power supply at either 120 - 230 V AC or 24 V AC - DC.
Even the KIARO series has been overhauled with the new LED versions to 
improve 
efficiency and energy savings.

The flashing light for
movement warning.

CAME has always suggested installing the
flashing light as an additional safety feature for the 
automation system. The KIARO range, currently 
renewed with LED technology, combines energy 
savings and great reliability with ease of installation.
KIARO can be integrated with all CAME wireless 
systems and is available in 120 - 230 V AC or 24 V 
DC versions.
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Choose 
the profile 

shape.

EDG (H or I or L)

Choose the appropriate 
cap for the profile.

EDG (H or I or L)

Add the aluminum profile 
for installing sensitive safety 

edges.

1 2 3

HIGH SENSITIVITY
Thanks to the innovative cross-section of the profile and short 
contact drive, the EDG safety edges also respond to low 
actuating forces.
EDG profiles also have large activation areas and are particularly 
suitable for use on sliding gates, swing gates, garage doors and 
all automations in general.

EDG H - EDG I - EDG L:

Your selection guide
Choose a ready-to-use sensitive safety edge in 4 different 
lengths or compose your custom profile.
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Add a terminal resistance. Add a connection cable Add one or more serial 
connection cables.

654

THE MOST SUITABLE HEIGHT  
The EDG range allows you to choose 
the most suitable profile height for your 
application.
All rubber profiles completely cover the 
aluminum support profile, making also the 
aesthetics of the assembly pleasant.

EASY TO SHORTEN  
Even ready-to-use profiles can be 
shortened using scissors if necessary to 
obtain a customized sensitive safety edge.
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The family of reliable and tested profiles

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

EDG H  
 
sensitive safety edges   
for residential settings 
 

Ideal for sliding gates, swing gates or garage doors.

Material of activation profiles: Black non-conductive EPDM 

Hardness Approx. 70 Shore A 

Switching contact material Conductive EPDM

Contact resistance (Ohm) Type < 200 - Max. < 500 

Longitudinal resistance (Ohm) < 2

Operating temperature (°C) – 20° C ÷ +60° C

Max. voltage (V AC DC) 24

Direct current load at maximum voltage (mA) 10

IP protection rating 67

Connection 2-conductor cable

Connectors Coded, with safety screws

Resistance connector (kOhm) 8.2 (0.6W)

Component storage temperature (°C) 0° C ÷ +40° C

Product standards EN 12978 and EN ISO 13856-2  (approval according to standards)

RoHS; REACH Compliant

44 36

49

13

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m)

806ED-0130 EDGH15R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.5

806ED-0131 EDGH17R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.7

806ED-0132 EDGH20R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2

806ED-0133 EDGH25R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2.5

MODELS AND PRICES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Rubber edge Aluminum rail
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COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS FOR ALL SERIES

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0160 Rubber profile 49 x 44 mm L = 25 m. 25 1

806ED-0166 Caps for rubber profiles 49 x 44 mm. - 20

SCISSORS FOR RUBBER PROFILES.  
 
806ED-0171
The special scissors allow a precise cutting of 
the rubber profiles, ensuring a "state-of-the-
art" assembly.

RUBBER PROFILE CAPS

806ED-0166
The dedicated rubber terminals complete the 
assembly ensuring the perfect seal of the 
rubber profiles.

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0163 Aluminum profile for fitting sensitive safety edges L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0164 Contact terminals. - 20

806ED-0165 Terminal resistance - 10

806ED-0169 Connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0170 Serial connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0171 Scissors for rubber profiles. - 1

806SS-0060
ECN3F242 Device for wired control in cat.3  
for resistive sensitive safety edges (8k2).

- 1
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WIRED CONTROL DEVICE  

806SS-0060
It is certified in category 3 and corresponds to Performance Level E, according to EN ISO 
13849-1.
Powered by 24 V AC-DC, it is provided with 2 resistive inputs (8k2) and 2 outputs and 
performs self-monitoring during operation.
It can be used in combination with all automations equipped with NC safety inputs.



The family of reliable and tested profiles

EDG I  
 
sensitive safety edges   
for residential and industrial 
settings

Ideal for sliding gates, swing gates, garage doors and industrial doors.

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

44

74

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m)

806ED-0140 EDGI15R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.5

806ED-0141 EDGI17R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.7

806ED-0142 EDGI20R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2

806ED-0143 EDGI25R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2.5

MODELS AND PRICES

36

13

Material of activation profiles: Black non-conductive EPDM 

Hardness Approx. 70 Shore A 

Switching contact material Conductive EPDM

Contact resistance (Ohm) Type < 200 - Max. < 500 

Longitudinal resistance (Ohm) < 2

Operating temperature (°C) – 20° C ÷ +60° C

Max. voltage (V AC DC) 24

Direct current load at maximum voltage (mA) 10

IP protection rating 67

Connection 2-conductor cable

Connectors Coded, with safety screws

Resistance connector (kOhm) 8.2 (0.6W)

Component storage temperature (°C) 0° C ÷ +40° C

Product standards EN 12978 and EN ISO 13856-2  (approval according to standards)

RoHS; REACH Compliant

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Rubber edge Aluminum rail
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COMPONENTS FOR ALL SERIES

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0161 Rubber profile 74 x 44 mm L = 25 m. 25 1

806ED-0167 Caps for rubber profiles 74 x 44 mm. - 20

COMPONENTS
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CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0163 Aluminum profile for fitting sensitive safety edges L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0164 Contact terminals. - 20

806ED-0165 Terminal resistance - 10

806ED-0169 Connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0170 Serial connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0171 Scissors for rubber profiles. - 1

806SS-0060
ECN3F242 Device for wired control in cat.3  
for resistive sensitive safety edges (8k2).

- 1

SCISSORS FOR RUBBER PROFILES.  
 
806ED-0171
The special scissors allow a precise cutting of 
the rubber profiles, ensuring a "state-of-the-
art" assembly.

RUBBER PROFILE CAPS

806ED-0167
The dedicated rubber terminals complete the 
assembly ensuring the perfect seal of the 
rubber profiles.

WIRED CONTROL DEVICE  

806SS-0060
It is certified in category 3 and corresponds to Performance Level E, according to EN ISO 
13849-1.
Powered by 24 V AC-DC, it is provided with 2 resistive inputs (8k2) and 2 outputs and 
performs self-monitoring during operation.
It can be used in combination with all automations equipped with NC safety inputs.



CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m)

806ED-0150 EDGI15R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.5

806ED-0151 EDGI17R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 1.7

806ED-0152 EDGI20R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2

806ED-0153 EDGI25R1 Resistive sensitive safety edge 2.5

The family of reliable and tested profiles

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

44

99

MODELS AND PRICES

EDG L  
 
sensitive safety edges   
for industrial settings 

Ideal for industrial doors.

36
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Material of activation profiles: Black non-conductive EPDM 

Hardness Approx. 70 Shore A 

Switching contact material Conductive EPDM

Contact resistance (Ohm) Type < 200 - Max. < 500 

Longitudinal resistance (Ohm) < 2

Operating temperature (°C) – 20° C ÷ +60° C

Max. voltage (V AC DC) 24

Direct current load at maximum voltage (mA) 10

IP protection rating 67

Connection 2-conductor cable

Connectors Coded, with safety screws

Resistance connector (kOhm) 8.2 (0.6W)

Component storage temperature (°C) 0° C ÷ +40° C

Product standards EN 12978 and EN ISO 13856-2  (approval according to standards)

RoHS; REACH Compliant

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Rubber edge Aluminum rail
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COMPONENTS FOR ALL SERIES

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0162 Rubber profile 99 x 44 mm L = 25 m. 25 1

806ED-0168 Caps for rubber profiles 99 x 44 mm. - 20

COMPONENTS
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CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806ED-0163 Aluminum profile for fitting sensitive safety edges L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0164 Contact terminals. - 20

806ED-0165 Terminal resistance - 10

806ED-0169 Connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0170 Serial connection cable L = 2 m. 2 10

806ED-0171 Scissors for rubber profiles. - 1

806SS-0060
ECN3F242 Device for wired control in cat.3  
for resistive sensitive safety edges (8k2).

- 1

SCISSORS FOR RUBBER PROFILES.  
 
806ED-0171
The special scissors allow a precise cutting of 
the rubber profiles, ensuring a "state-of-the-
art" assembly.

RUBBER PROFILE CAPS

806ED-0168
The dedicated rubber terminals complete the 
assembly ensuring the perfect seal of the 
rubber profiles.

WIRED CONTROL DEVICE  

806SS-0060
It is certified in category 3 and corresponds to Performance Level E, according to EN ISO 
13849-1.
Powered by 24 V AC-DC, it is provided with 2 resistive inputs (8k2) and 2 outputs and 
performs self-monitoring during operation.
It can be used in combination with all automations equipped with NC safety inputs.



The family of reliable and tested profiles

EDG G
Sensitive safety edges   
for barriers with 
elliptical section rods
The family of reliable and tested profiles.

MODELS AND PRICES

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

27

8.
5

17 17

CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) 2 m CABLES

806ED-0110 EDG F 09 R 1 0.9 1

806ED-0111 EDG F 14 R 1 1.4 1

806ED-0112 EDG F 19 R 1 1.9 1

806ED-0113 EDG F 24 R 1 2.4 1

806ED-0114 EDG F 30 R 1 3 1

806ED-0115 EDG F 35 R 1 3.5 2

806ED-0120 EDG F 09 S 2 0.9 2

806ED-0121 EDG F 14 S 2 1.4 2

806ED-0122 EDG F 19 S 2 1.9 2

806ED-0123 EDG F 24 S 2 2.4 2

806ED-0124 EDG F 30 S 2 3 2

806ED-0125 EDG F 35 S 2 3.5 2

CONCEALED base 
The aluminum base profile is fully 
integrated into the rubber profile and is 
not visible.

Material of activation profiles: Black non-conductive EPDM 

Hardness Approx. 70 Shore A 

Switching contact material Conductive EPDM

Contact resistance (Ohm) Type < 200 - Max. < 500 

Longitudinal resistance (Ohm) < 2

Operating temperature (°C) – 20° C ÷ +60° C

Max. voltage (V AC DC) 24

Direct current load at maximum voltage (mA) 10

IP protection rating 67

Connection 2-conductor cable

Connectors Coded, with safety screws

Resistance connector (kOhm) 8.2 (0.6W)

Component storage temperature (°C) 0° C ÷ +40° C

Product standards EN 12978 and EN ISO 13856-2  (approval according to standards)

RoHS; REACH Compliant

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Rubber edge Aluminum rail
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3 m sec-
tion 
R 1 
edge

3 m sec-
tion 
S 2 

edge

2 m sec-
tion 
R 1 
edge

2 m sec-
tion 
S 2 

edge

ATTENTION:
It is ALWAYS mandatory to adjust the 
balancing when adding sensitive safety 
edges.

ATTENTION:
It is ALWAYS mandatory to adjust the 
balancing when adding sensitive safety 
edges.

EXAMPLE:
BARRIER WITH ARTICULATED BOOM

EXAMPLE:
BARRIER WITH ROD IN TWO PARTS

CONNECTOR 
(not included)

CONNECTOR 
(not included)
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EDG SERIES COMPONENTS
CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m) No. of Pieces

806SS-0060
ECN3F242 Device for wired control in cat.3  
for resistive sensitive safety edges (8k2).

- 1

WIRED CONTROL DEVICE  

806SS-0060
It is certified in category 3 and corresponds to Performance Level E, according to EN ISO 
13849-1.
Powered by 24 V AC-DC, it is provided with 2 resistive inputs (8k2) and 2 outputs and 
performs self-monitoring during operation.
It can be used in combination with all automations equipped with NC safety inputs.



The family of reliable and tested profiles

DFWN
Sensitive safety edges   
for total protection
An exclusive Came patent for protecting against mechanical risks.  
The solution guarantees maximum safety thanks to the entire sensitive 
length of the devices

MODELS AND PRICES
CODE DESCRIPTION LENGTH (m)

001DFWN1500 DFWN1500 1.5

001DFWN1700 DFWN1700 1.7

001DFWN2000 DFWN2000 2

001DFWN2500 DFWN2500 2.5

COMPONENTS TO ASSEMBLE SENSITIVE SAFETY EDGES UP TO 4 m (MAX).

009RV117H Aluminum rail 2

009RV118I Rubber edge 4

001TMFW Package of caps and mechanisms -

COMPONENTS TO ASSEMBLE SENSITIVE SAFETY EDGES UP TO 6 m (MAX).

009RV117H Aluminum rail 2

009RV118A Rubber edge 6

001TMF6W Package of caps and mechanisms -

DIMENSIONS (mm) 

46 190

10
1

Soft and sensitive heads 
The rubber profiles are efficient over 
their entire length thanks to the soft 
heads.

IP protection rating 54

Peripheral leaf speed (m/min) 12

Relay contact rated for max. 24 V (A) 3 (24 V RESISTIVE)

Operating temperature (°C)) – 20° C ÷ +55° C

Item TPE 65 SHORT A

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION ON SLIDING GATE

a  = Transmitter 806SS-0010
b  = Receiver 806SS-0010
c  = Receiver 806SS-0020
d  = DFWN series sensitive safety edges.
e  = Flashing light 806SS-0030
f  = Control modules 806SS-0030 (external) or 806SS-0040 (snap in for BXV-series).

RIO SYSTEM 2.0, TOTAL WIRELESS SAFETY 
RIO System 2.0 is the innovative radio-based safety system that needs no wired connection between the
control module and the safety accessories. This feature makes for very rapid installation times.
Control module, photocells, sensitive safety edge and flashing light all make up a complete system
based on totally wireless transceiver-technology. This is ideal for bringing up to code any existing systems or
for rapidly installing entirely new systems. The control module is to be connected to the automation's control panel,
whereas the other modules interact via radio.
RIO System 2.0 is incompatible with the previous version.

How to install:

RIO System 2.0
The wireless system for automation safety
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MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

RIO System 2.0 series photocells.
001DB-L Natural-finish aluminum post. H = 500 mm.
001DB-LN Black anodized-aluminum post. H = 500 mm.

For RIO System 2.0 flashing light
001KIAROS Wall-mounting support.

(For RIO System 2.0 and accessories 
SEE THE GENERAL CATALOGUE)

806SS-0050
• Radio control module, with 30 m range, which can manage up to ten Rio series wireless 

accessories that are programmed during installation.
• LED for monitoring the system and operation of the devices.
• Signal buzzer which activates in case the batteries are flat or due to a malfunction of the 

wireless accessories.
• Automatic frequency change in case of any disturbances on the air waves.
• Special function for viewing the radio signal's quality and presence of any air-wave 

disturbances.

806SS-0030
• Battery-powered wireless flashing light.
• Two high-luminosity LEDs for all-around signaling that the operator is moving.
• LED for monitoring the system and proper operation of the devices.

806SS-0020
• This product is certified and validated as category 2 which testifies as to its safety and 

reliability.
• Wireless module for controlling one or two resistive sensitive safety edges of the 8k2 

DFWN series, that can transmit and receive from and to Rio control.
• Battery powered.
• LED for monitoring the system and proper operation of the devices.
• Signaling buzzer which activates in case the batteries are flat or if the radio 

communication is inefficient.

806SS-0010
• Pair of battery-powered wireless photocells that can transmit and receive to and from the 

806SS-0040 and 806SS-0050 modules.
• Infrared signal (range 10 m).
• LED for monitoring the system and the proper functioning of the connected devices.
• Signaling buzzer which activates in case the batteries are flat or if the radio 

communication is inefficient.

806SS-0040
• Snap-in radio control module for controlling wireless accessories to use in corresponding 

automated operators.
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ALSO BATTERY-POWERED 
The latest generation of DXR synchronous, infrared, adjustable photocells are specially designed when there is little 
or no fitting space.
With a range of 20 meters, the DXR photocells can swivel up to 180° on their vertical axis.

New swivel photocells

DXR
Synchronized, swiveling  
infrared-beam safety devices

THE ADVANTAGES
• Control of the gate's range of action.
• Infrared beam swivels up to 180° on its 

vertical axis.
• Can synchronize up to eight pairs 

of photocells, with no disturbances, 
plus no wiring required between the 
transmitter and the receiver.

• Also available is the double height post 
for installing at industrial sites used by 
very large vehicles.

• Adjust the range of the infrared beam.
• Filter function to prevent false 

detections due to bad weather or direct 
sunlight.

• Settable contact output so the photocell 
can double as a control device.

• Also available with aluminum alloy 
casing.

SPECIAL BATTERY-POWERED VERSION
The 806TF-0060 version, with battery 
operated transmitter, also allows to 
control a resistive sensitive safety edge to 
protect the gate’s moving leaf.
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THE COMPLETE RANGE

Code Description   
Synchronized, swiveling infrared-beam, Dxr series photocells  

806TF-0030

24

DXR20CAP - Pair of surface mounted synchronized, swiveling, infrared-beam 
photocells rated at 12 - 24 V AC - DC. Range: maximum C-distance of 20 m.

806TF-0040

24

DXR20CAM - Pair of aluminum, surface mounted, 
synchronized, swiveling, infrared-beam photocells rated at 
12 - 24 V AC - DC. Range: maximum C-distance of 20 m.

806TF-0060

24

DXR10BAP - Pair of surface mounted synchronized, swiveling, 
infrared-beam photocells with receiver rated at 12 - 24 V AC - DC 
and battery transmitter. Range: maximum C-distance of 10 m.

Accessories for: 806TF-0030 - 806TF-0060  

806TF-0050

 

Aluminum alloy cover.

001DIR-L

 

Natural-finish aluminum post
H = 500 mm.

001DIR-LN

 

Black anodized aluminum post.
H = 500 mm.

001DIR-CG

 

RAL9006 silver PVC post.
H = 500 mm.

Accessories for: 806TF-0030 - 806TF-0040 - 806TF-0060  

001DIR-S

 

Recess-mounted casing.

Accessories for: 001DIR-L  

001DIR-P

 

Natural-finish, anodized aluminum post-extension for 
applying to double pair of photocells. H = 500 mm

Accessories for: 001DIR-LN  

001DIR-PN

 

Black, anodized aluminum post-extension for applying 
to double pair of photocells. H = 500 mm

Accessories for: 001DIR-CG  

001DIR-CGP

 

PVC extension color RAL 9006 (silver) for column for 
applying to double pair of photocells. H = 500 mm

MODELS 806TF-0030 806TF-0040 806TF-0060

IP protection rating 54 54 54

Power supply (V) 12 - 24 AC - DC 12 - 24 AC - DC 12 - 24 AC - DC (RX)

Batteries - - 1 x CR123A

Capacity of batteries (mAh) - - 1700

Current draw (mA) 40 40 -

Maximum rating of output contacts at 24 V (A) 0.5 0.5 0.5

Operating temperature (°C) -20° C ÷ +55° C -20° C ÷ +55° C -20° C ÷ +55° C

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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